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Abstract— Agriculture farming is a complex process, because 

it entirely depends on climatic conditions and timely in the 

process. A small negligence can cause worse results. In order 

to overcome this problem we proposed a “SMART 

FARMING” project, which is based on Microcontroller and 

BOT. We can control and monitor the agriculture tasks like 

watering, feeding cattle with food and water, survi valence 

through a smart devices. By introducing robot to minimize the 

labor cost to farmers and also increases the speed and accuracy 

of the work. It performs the elementary works like ploughing 

the field, feeding, sowing of seeds and watering. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart farming is a concept quickly catching on in the 

agricultural business. Offering high-precision crop control, 

useful data collection, and automated farming techniques, 

there are clearly many advantages a networked farm has to 

offer. A recent Beecham's report entitled Towards Smart 

Farming: Agriculture Embracing the BOT Vision predicts 

that food production must increase by 70 percent in the year 

2050 in order to meet our estimated world population of 9.6 

billion people. It also describes growing concerns about 

farming in the future: climate change, limited arable land, and 

costs/availability of fossil fuels. So, what's the solution? 

Smart farming. Of the many advantages BOT brings to the 

table, its ability to innovate the landscape of current farming 

methods is absolutely ground breaking. BOT sensors capable 

of providing farmers with information about crop yields, 

rainfall, pest infestation, and soil nutrition are invaluable to 

production and offer precise data which can be used to 

improve farming techniques over time. New hardware, like 

the corn-tending Rowbot, is making strides by pairing data-

collecting software with robotics to fertilize the corn, apply 

seed cover-crops, and collect information in order to both 

maximize yields and minimize waste. 

II. MIT APP INVENTOR 

Log in to App Inventor with your Gmail (or Google) 

username and password. The “Designer” is where you create 

the Graphical User Interface (GUI) or the look and feel of 

your app. You choose components like Text-to-Speech, 

Sensors and GPS. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Create Google account and Project Name 

Go into your phone’s setting, choose “security” 

scroll down and allow “unknown sources” by checking the 

box.  

 

 

 
Fig. 2: Create designer and blocks 

III. ARDUINO SOFTWARE 

The Arduino Integrated Development Environment is a cross-

platform application written in Java, and is derived from the 

IDE for the Processing programming language and 

the Wiring projects. It includes a code editor with features 

such as syntax high-lighting, brace matching and automatic 

indentation, and is also capable of compiling and uploading 

programs to the board with a single click. A program or code 
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written for Arduino is called a "sketch". Arduino programs 

are written in C or C++. Users only need executive program:  

 setup(): a function run once at the start of a program that 

can initialize settings. 

 loop(): a function called repeatedly until the board 

powers off. 

It is very simple to understand and has built-in 

functions for almost every simple or complex task. There are 

lots of libraries available which can be used to interface the 

arduino board with any other devices. The Arduino runs a 

simplified version of the C programming language, with 

some extensions for accessing the hardware. In this guide, we 

will cover the subset of the programming language that is 

most useful to the novice Arduino designer. All Arduino 

instructions are one line. The board can hold a program 

hundreds of lines long and has space for about 1,000 two-byte 

variables. The Arduino executes programs at about 300,000 

source code lines per sec. 

A. Step 1: Open the Arduino software 

 
Fig. 3: Open the Arduino software 

B. Step 2: Click on File Tab and select New as shown in 

below 

 
Fig. 4: Click on File Tab and select New as shown in below. 

C. Step 3: Check the serial port after connecting the USB 

cable to the Arduino board. 

 
Fig. 5: Check the serial port after connecting the USB cable 

to the Arduino board 

D. Step 4: Type the Source code which you have to dump in 

the Arduino board. 

E. Step 5: After typing the Source code Verify for the errors. 

 
Fig. 6: Type the Source code which you have to dump in the 

Arduino board 

F. Step 6: Check for errors and if no errors, select upload 

tab on the Tab line. 

 
Fig. 6: C heck for errors and if no errors, select upload tab 

on the Tab line. 

Step 7: After uploading the Source code click on Tools 

menu and select serial monitor or Ctrl+shift+M. 

 
Fig. 7: After uploading the Source code click on Tools menu 

and select serial monitor or Ctrl+shift+M. 

IV. PROPOSED MODEL FOR AUTOMATION IN FARMING 

In proposed system, commands are sent to the receiver to 

control the movement of the seeding device either to move 

forward, backward etc. using android application device and 

also controls the irrigation pump either to on or off. The 

android application device transmitter acts as a remote 

control that has the advantage of adequate range, while the 

receiver end Bluetooth device is fed to the microcontroller to 

drive DC motors via motor driver IC for necessary work. 

Remote operation is achieved by any smart-phone with 
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Android OS; upon a GUI (Graphical User Interface) based 

touch screen operation. In our application we will provide 

static information about all crops and their fertilizer 

mechanism and requirement of other maintenance, the entire 

set-up becomes user friendly. 

 
Fig. 8: Block Diagram of Proposed system 

 
Fig. 9: Circuit Diagram 

V. RESULTS 

By using this innovative smart farming technology we can 

increases the efficiency of farming .we also reduces the 

human effect, the labour wages, Consumption of power. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

From the convenience of android application, a farmer will 

be able to control the motor and irrigation process. The 

project will allow for improving the efficiency of the 

irrigation process. Using this android application user can 

also get all information about particular crop (Fertilization 

process, online information about pesticides, online farming 

videos etc.). 
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